
The project is the new construction hospi-
tal in amounts to 170beds capacity and 
35000m2 area in the South East of Abadan 
in Iran.
The Hospital is planned to be the biggest 
hospital in the south of Iran that can be 
used also for the citizens of cities near 
Abadan.

Social Security Hospital of Abadan



The lighting concept of the project is based on the below 
lighting considerations:
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The impact of hospital atmosphere on people who 
involve with it and healthcare procedures is very 
important. Hence, the lighting design plays critical 
effect on people to feel more comfortable, calm 
and reliable space.
The building is located in the large size lot, in 
Abadan city, with sky as a background without any 
other tall buildings around. South of Iran is popu-
lar with amazing night and beautiful clear sky full 
of stars.
The form of this multi-facade gives us the oppor-
tunity to develop the sky on the building then it can 
adapt to the context and make unique and peace-
ful space.
 The prime objective for client was the building to 
behold from far distance. Meanwhile, the energy 
consumption and lighting pollution were two criti-
cal issues for us. Referring these factors and the 
concept, we spread some lightened point on the 
façade considering the patient room windows to 
avoid the annoying light enter the room during the 
night. The other level of façade though the fun-
ction and level of presence are well programmed 
to illuminate.
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The building is made of three main layers which have different architectural elements and consequently 
make the different lighting effect 
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For the shading façade, as the main lighting 
concept, we use the linear LED fixture with 
the diffused beam angle to emphasize the 
cube frame of the façade



Main Entrance Lighting  Detail-Front View

Main Entrance Lighting  Detail-Side View


